Context. Many large stellar surveys have been and are still being carried out, providing huge amounts of data, for which stellar physical parameters will be derived. Solar twins and analogues provide a means to test the calibration of these stellar catalogues because the Sun is the best-studied star and provides precise fundamental parameters. Solar twins should be centred on the solar values.
Introduction
Large stellar surveys of the Milky Way are becoming increasingly important in astronomy. Whether it is data from past missions such as the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 1995) , HIPPARCOS (Perryman et al. 1997; van Leeuwen 2007) , the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) , the Geneva-Copenhagen-Survey (GCS, Nordström et al. 2004; Holmberg et al. 2007 Holmberg et al. , 2009 , or the RAdial Velocity Experiment (RAVE, Steinmetz 2003) , or from current and future surveys such as HERMES/GALAH (Freeman 2010) , the Gaia-ESO Survey (GES, Gilmore et al. 2012) or Gaia (Munari 2003 ) -they all have one thing in common: the wish to better understand the Milky Way and through it, galaxy evolution in general.
To address questions about and problems of the chemical evolution of galaxies, the stellar mass and luminosity functions, the star formation history of the Milky Way, dynamical evolution within the disc, radial migration of stars, etc., it is necessary to determine precise and accurate physical parameters for ⋆ Based on observations made with ESO Telescopes at the La Silla Observatory under programme ID 077.D-0525 and 090.D-0133. ⋆⋆ Table 1 and the full Table 5 are available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/ ⋆⋆⋆ e-mail: juliet.datson@gmail.com the observed stars. The methods used to provide these vary from survey to survey because they are based on different wavelength regimes and types of data (photometry or spectroscopy), which makes it particularly important to ensure that these catalogues are properly calibrated.
In previous work Datson et al. (2012, 2014, D12 and D14 hereafter) have shown that by using a sample of photometrically chosen solar analogue stars and applying spectroscopic methods that are based on solar twin searches, it is possible to independently test the calibration of a catalogue around the values of a benchmark star by a purely differential analysis. This star needs to have well-known parameters and be included in the observations. So far, in D12 and D14 this was achieved by using the Sun, that is, a solar reflection spectrum of an asteroid like Ceres, as a reference solar spectrum.
By doubling the sample size of D12, we improve the accuracy of our analysis and test whether the results we obtained in that paper change with higher number of targets, meaning that we test whether the previously found offsets in the GCS-III changed. The larger sample size also allows us to search for more solar twins in the data and inspect the reanalysis of the Geneva-Copenhagen Survey (C11, Casagrande et al. 2011 ) by dividing the sample with method of stellar parameter determination (infrared-flux method versus colour calibrations) to test the two calibrations separately.
A&A proofs: manuscript no. Datson_fin2 moog (Sneden 1973 ) is a very widely used tool to determine spectroscopic stellar parameters, therefore we also used it here to determine the characteristics of the sample stars. One source of error and discussion is the choice of spectral lines used for the elemental abundance determination. While the chosen lines are expected to be weak, unblended, and isolated lines on the linear part of the curve of growth, the exact list always varies (e.g. Meléndez et al. 2012; Porto de Mello et al. 2014) . The choice of lines matters, and a careful selection of lines is key to a precise analysis (Sousa et al. 2014; Jofré et al. 2014) . For this reason, we chose four different line lists here, all selected by the respective authors to fulfil the above-mentioned requirements, to test whether our conclusions on the solar zero point of a given catalogue calibration and solar twin determination are reliable or depend on the line list.
Another source of systematic error could be the specific choice of the reflected solar spectrum. Typically, one or several of the brightest asteroids and/or Jovian moons are used (e.g. Ramírez et al. 2014a; Nissen et al. 2014; Meléndez et al. 2014) . We took the opportunity of taking a total of 15 spectra of the asteroids Ceres (8) and Vesta (7) at several different times during our three-night run to test for significant differences in using one asteroid or the other.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sect. 2 we present the data. Section 3 provides new spectroscopic parameters for our sample stars and compares them with literature values. In Sect. 4 we search for more solar twins in our new sample, and in Sect. 5 we reassess the calibration of GCS-III versus its reanalysis (C11), including a possible dependency of our analysis on the chosen line list. Section 6 is a test on asteroid spectra stability, and we conclude in Sect. 7.
Observations and data
Our data consist of two samples of spectra, taken with the Fiber-fed Extended Range Optical Spectrograph (FEROS) (Kaufer et al. 1999 ) on the MPG/ESO 2.2m telescope on La Silla, Chile. FEROS is a high-resolution (R = 48, 000) echelle spectrograph that covers a spectral range of λ = 3500 − 9200Å. We used the same sample as in D12 (FE12 sample hereafter) and added a new FEROS sample (FE14 sample hereafter).
FE12 sample
The solar analogues were initially chosen from the GenevaCopenhagen Survey releases I and III (Nordström et al. 2004; Holmberg et al. 2009 ) by bracketing the solar (b − y) colour, absolute visual magnitude M V , and photometric metallicity, for which we adopted the solar values of (b − y) ⊙ = 0.403 (Holmberg et al. 2006) , M V = 4.83 (Allen 1976) and [Fe/H] = 0.0 (by definition). This resulted in 338 stars, of which we selected 70 that were observable in July and August 2006 with exposure times of 200 − 950 s for a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of ∼150. Additionally, we searched the FEROS archive for a few other known solar analogues to add to our sample and found another 75 stars, whose spectra were taken between 2003 and 2008 and also achieved an S/N ratio of the aimed ∼150. This gave us spectra of 145 stars in the FE12 sample before data reduction and analysis. For the solar comparison we also added a spectrum of the asteroid Ceres with a similar S/N ratio. For details, see D12.
FE14 sample
For the FE14 sample we chose the same selection criteria with a minor adjustment. As we have shown in D12 and D14, there seems to be an offset of −0.10 dex in metallicity for solar-type stars in the GCS, therefore we expanded the metallicity criterium to −0.25 < [Fe/H] < 0.15, allowing more metal-poor stars into the sample to better bracket the solar values. Taking into account the observability of the targets during the run and choosing the brightest targets, this resulted in 88 stars, 70 of which were observed. There is no overlap with the FE12 sample.
The data for this sample were taken between 21 −24 December 2012 with the FEROS instrument on the MPG/ESO 2.2m telescope on La Silla. Exposure times ranged from 90s to 1200s, aiming for an S/N ratio of 200. In addition to the target stars, several spectra of the asteroids Ceres and Vesta were included as solar comparisons. Although FEROS is very stable instrument, there were some inconsistencies in the data reduction process, which introduced some noise into the extracted spectra, effectively reducing the quality of the spectra.
Both samples include repeated spectra of some stars for internal consistency checks and error estimates.
Data reduction
The data were reduced in the same way as in D12 by using the FEROS pipeline, which automatically uses a set of nightly calibration frames to flat-field, bias subtract, sky-subtract, and wavelength-calibrate the science spectra and delivers 1D spectra for the subsequent analysis. It uses ThAr+Ne arcs for the wavelength calibration and rebins the spectra to a linear 0.03Å resolution over the whole wavelength range.
The resulting spectra also show significant wiggles and jumps in the continuum level, however, therefore we additionally flattened them by fitting piecewise 10Å sections of the spectrum. We used the same approach in D12. This resulted in flat spectra in the regions of isolated lines, which we used for our further analysis.
Unfortunately, not all spectra could be flattened and some had to be discarded. In the end, we had 161 spectra of 148 stars to use in our samples: 96 in the FE12 and 65 in the FE14 sample.
In Fig. 1 we show the distribution of the stellar parameters in our combined sample (FEplus hereafter), as taken from the GCS catalogue. The stars were chosen to best cover the pre-selected parameter range and are not expected to be representative of the local volume.
Spectroscopic temperatures and metallicities
To determine our own values for the effective temperatures and metallicities in the FEplus sample stars, we used the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) spectrum analysis code moog by Sneden (1973) with the 2012 version of the MARCS models (Gustafsson et al. 2008) . Furthermore, we used the smh (spectroscopy made hard) wrapper code by Casey (2014) , which implements the measurement of the equivalent widths of the spectral lines (automatically and/or by hand) and uses moog to determine the stellar parameters through the standard process of iteration on the ionisation and excitation equilibria.
For this analysis we used the line list by Biazzo et al. (2012) , optimised for our wavelength range and S/N, consisting of 151 spectral lines of nine different neutral elements and one ionised species. They are Na I, Al I, Si I, Ca I, Ti I, Cr I, Fe I+II, Ni I, and Zn I. Of the 151 spectral lines, 80 were from neutral and 7 from Distribution of stellar parameters in the whole sample singly ionised iron, which is the only element necessary for the stellar parameter determination. For both samples (FE12 and FE14) we had one Ceres spectrum each, which worked as a reference solar spectrum for that specific sample. We used these solar reference spectra to determine a zero point for the analysis, that is, the smh code gave us formal results for T eff , [Fe/H] and logg, which showed an offset to the real solar values. For FE12 we found T eff = 5815 K, [Fe/H] = 0.08 dex and logg = 4.33; for FE14 they were T eff = 5813 K, [Fe/H] = 0.15 dex and logg = 4.29. Compared to the known solar values, the formal absolute accuracy is clearly worse than the precision, especially for [Fe/H] (see below); but as we are analysing solar analogues, our results are to be considered in terms of difference from the Sun. Therefore we applied a systematic correction to all our results, so that the values from the Ceres spectra are scaled to be exactly solar in each respective sample (FE12 and FE14). The final results, after correction, can be seen in Table 1 . We determined the precision of the individual measurements through comparing stellar parameters of the same object and found typical errors of σ(T eff ) = 40 K, σ([Fe/H]) = 0.03 dex and σ(log g) = 0.07.
Testing the calibration
We then used the whole line list and our dedicated twospec code (for details see D12) to determine the relevant quantities ∆EW all , ∆EW Fe I and slope[(∆EW Fe I ) vs. χ exc ], needed to apply our degeneracy lines methods (i) and (ii) from D12 to double-check the calibration of our new spectroscopic values. Again, our Ceres spectra were used as the solar comparison spectra for our purely differential analysis of the full FEplus sample of solar analogue stars.
The difference in relative equivalent width for a single stellar line, as compared to the solar values, is given by
where the solar values are calculated from a comparison solar spectrum, taken from the asteroid Ceres. From this the previously mentioned quantities follow as -median difference in equivalent width ∆EW of all spectral lines
-median difference in equivalent width ∆EW of all FeI lines 
Figure 3 shows how the three different degeneracy lines suggest that the solar zero point of our spectroscopic values lies around 5755±40 K in effective temperature and 0.00±0.02 dex in metallicity, thus implying that our values are very well calibrated (see also Table 7 for the equation parameters). This shows that for our sample of solar analogue stars, spectroscopic stellar parameters are favoured over the GCS-III photometric ones, which we have already shown to have an offset in D12 and D14. 
Comparison to literature
To compare our results to previous work, we searched the literature for papers that give spectroscopic metallicities and effective temperatures for our sample stars. We found 16 papers with values for 76 of our stars. The papers are Foy (1976) (1 star), Randich et al. (1999) ( 1 star In Fig.4a and 4b we plot the difference in effective temperature and metallicity between these literature values and our own spectroscopic values from this work. The dashed horizontal lines show the 1σ and 2σ scatter ranges for our determinations. The average difference and scatter in effective temperature is 4±47 K and 0.00 ± 0.05 dex in metallicity. We find no significant offset or trend with effective temperature or metallicity. We also tested whether the difference in effective temperature shows any trend with metallicity and vice versa, but did not find any there either. For three papers, where we have ∼20 stars in common, we determined the average offsets for those stars, which is consistent with the overall average: For the 21 stars in common with Sousa et al. (2008) 
Solar twins
In addition to determining the new stellar parameters, we also used the new data (FE14 sample) to search for more solar twins and then to see how solar-like these stars are in terms of their currently accepted parameters. Considering that there is a variety of solar twin definitions in the literature, we specify that in this paper, as in D12 (and D14), we consider to be solar twins all stars that are indistinguishable from the Sun within the errors, with respect to the inspected spectroscopic features. In our case, these are (differences in) EW of selected lines that ultimately trace effective temperature and metallicity.
Methods and results
We used method (i) and method (ii) and the same line list for the FE14 sample as we did for the FE12 sample in D12 for consistency with our previous study. We used our twospec code to determine the differences in equivalent width for all 109 spectral lines in this line list (Ra09, Ramírez et al. 2009 ), which has lines from 20 different elements (O I, Na I, Mg I, Al I, Si I, S I, K I, Ca I, Sc II, Ti I, V I, Cr I, Mn I, Fe I+II, Co I, Ni I, Cu I, Zn I, Zr II and Ba II) over a wavelength range of 5000 − 8000Å .
In method (i) we calculated the median ∆EW all (Eq. 2) and scatter χ 2 (∆EW all ) of the differences in EWs for all 109 lines in the list, which is closely related to the first criterion in Meléndez et al. (2006) . A solar twin should be indistinguishable from the Sun and accordingly have no differences in EW, resulting in a median difference in EW of zero and a χ 2 also of zero. We define a twin to be a star in method (i) if the median difference in EW for all lines vanishes within the observational error and the scatter is minimal: ∆EW all = 0 within 2σ and χ 2 (∆EW all ) ≤ 2 (the χ 2 limit for the FE14 sample is higher than for the FE12 sample, as the reduced and extracted spectra from the former showed more noise due to the inconsistencies in the reduction process).
This gave us four solar twins: HD25680, HD39649, HD41708, and HD76440.
In method (ii), which is based on Meléndez & Ramírez (2007) , we concentrated on using only the 33 Fe I lines in the list and determined the median difference in EW (Eq. 3), and the fit of the difference in EW of every Fe I line versus its excitation potential (χ exc ) and the corresponding slope. For a solar twin, both of these quantities should vanish, and in our analysis we call a solar twin all stars that have ∆EW FeI and a slope[(∆EW FeI ) vs. χ exc ] of zero within 2σ.
This method gave us five twins: HD29601, HD35769, HD39649, HD67010, and HD76440.
In total, this resulted in seven solar twins in the FE14 sample, one of which (HD76440) we already identified in D14. Of the other four twins, three twins are new and previously unpublished. They are HD29601, HD39649, and HD67010.
In Table 2 we list our full set of twins (from the FE12 and FE14 samples), showing their GCS-III parameters and the parameters determined in this work, as well as our determined values for the surface gravity.
Our spectroscopic values are hotter and more metal rich and better centred on the Sun, with an average and scatter of the twin parameters of 5799 ± 128 K and 0.03 ± 0.10 dex, as opposed to the average and scatter of the GCS-III values of 5727±100 K and −0.10 ± 0.07 dex. This conclusion on the respective zero-point is only based on 17 stars; a more reliable test is based on the full FEplus sample of solar analogue stars, which can be found in the next section.
Line list dependance on solar twin determination
One test of consistency was to use different line lists for our twin search in the FE14 sample, as it is currently appreciated that this choice might influence spectroscopic results (e.g. Sousa et al. 2014; Jofré et al. 2014) . We chose four different lists, some using mainly iron lines, others using lines of many different elements and species. They were reported by Ramírez et al. (2009) In Table 6 we list which twins we found using the different line lists from the FE14 sample. We show that there are some differences in the results, with five of the nine twins being recovered by most of the line lists, but four twins only present in one or two line lists. This shows that there is still a certain degree of Table 2 . List of solar twins in both samples. Shown are the GCS-III values and the derived values from this work (TW). We also add our values for log g, as it is also well centred on the solar value of 4.44. Two stars in italics are twins that have only been identified by using other line lists than the Ra09 list adopted in D12, see Sect. 4.2. Stars with a ( * ) are considered the best twins in this analysis, see Sect. 6 and Fig. 11c .
HD number T eff (GCS) T eff (TW) [Fe/H] (GCS) [Fe/H] (TW) log g (TW) [K]
[ lists. There are two twins in Table 6 that are marked in italics in Table 2 because they were found by using other line lists than Ra09 and are thus not fully consistent with the methods used before in D12. The twins marked with a ( * ) are considered our best twins in this work and are discussed in Sect. 6. 
GCS tests in the FE14 and FEplus samples
In D12 we introduced our degeneracy line method to test the solar zero-point of the GCS catalogue and found offsets of −97 ± 35 K and −0.12 ± 0.02 dex in effective temperature and metallicity, respectively, similar to those we found from solar twin arguments in the previous section. D12 used the FE12 sample; here we repeat the analysis with the FE14 and the FEplus samples.
The resulting degeneracy lines can be seen in Fig.5 (see also Fig. 14 from D12) , the corresponding equation parameters are listed in Table 7 ; the crossing of the lines indicates the location of the solar zero-point in the GCS catalogue. It is clear from the plot that the offsets we find are independent of the specific sample used and are therefore reliable.
Line list dependance of the degeneracy line method
Another test of consistency was to apply our degeneracy line method to the FE14 sample stars, using all five lists separately. The resulting lines are plotted in Fig.6 (parameters in Table 7 ). It is clear that the individual intersections of lines for the different line lists fall very close to one another (see Table 8 ). We conclude that the exact line list does not strongly influence our analysis and overall determination of the solar zero-point within the catalogue -as long as the used lines are weak, unblended, and not saturated with a clear continuum around them.
Similarly, for consistency we also applied the same analysis using the spectroscopic parameters we determined in Sect. 3. Again, we found the crossing points in a narrow window of stellar parameters, giving an average effective temperature of 5744 ± 40 K and metallicity of −0.02 ± 0.02 dex, fully consistent with the results in Sect. 3.1. Figure 7 (see also Table 7) shows that our analysis is independent of the line list used and that our parameters are well centred on the solar values.
Internal consistency of the C11 reanalysis
Recently, Casagrande et al. (2014) tested photometric temperature scales versus the more recent interferometric data, showing that although interferometry is becoming increasingly more accurate and providing larger numbers of observable and measurable stars, it is still somewhat prone to systematics, enough to not fully settle the debate on the photometric scale.
They compared the two alternative temperature scales of the original GCS-III catalogue (Holmberg et al. 2009 ) and its reanalysis (Casagrande et al. 2011 , C11 hereafter) with interfero- metric stellar effective temperatures to determine which scale is closer to the fundamental one. This showed that both scales are within the errors of the interferometric scale (±50 K), C11 being slightly hotter, GCS slightly cooler, and therefore being unable to clearly favour either scale.
C11 used two different approaches, the infrared flux method (IRFM) and colour relations (CLBR) to determine stellar parameters for GCS stars. The IRFM is considered the most fundamental temperature scale after interferometry, and IRFM temperatures agree well with interferometric ones for stars in common (≈30 K). The use of secondary colour-temperature-metallicity relations, however, which is necessary to fully cover the GCS catalogue, introduces an additional level of complication, so that it is worth testing the IRFM and the CLBR temperatures of C11 separately.
In D14, using a sample of solar analogues from the HARPS archive, we have shown that overall we favour the temperature and metallicity scale in the C11 over the GCS-III. In this work, by taking advantage of our large combined FEplus sample, we examined whether the two different approaches in the C11 re-evaluation would result in different zero points for the temperature and metallicity scales. We divided the sample into two groups: those with IRFM parameters and those with CLBR parameters. These subsets consisted of 96 and 65 stars, respectively. We then applied our degeneracy lines method to determine the solar zero point for both samples (see Fig.8 and Table 7).
As can be seen from the figure, the zero points are the same within the errors, bracketing the position where the solar zero point should be. For the IRFM sample we derive T eff = 5785 ± 40 K and [Fe/H] = −0.02 ± 0.02 dex. For the CLBR sample we find T eff = 5750 ± 50 K and [Fe/H] = 0.00 ± 0.02 dex. These values overlap within their errors and include the solar values. This shows that the subsets are mutually consistent, but the difference is similar to the uncertainty, leaving room for a difference in effective temperature of up to 35 K, which can be significant when comparing to the interferometric scale. Eight different Ceres spectra 
Comparison of asteroids as solar reflectors
To ensure that we have the best possible calibration from our solar comparison spectrum, taken from the asteroids Ceres and Vesta, we took spectra of them several times during the December 2012 run. In Fig.9 we show that the eight Ceres spectra do not change over the course of the run because the residuals show noise. In addition, we also plot the residuals between one Ceres and all Vesta spectra, see Fig. 10 , showing that the choice of asteroid does not influence the analysis either. Recently, Bedell et al. (2014) also showed in a very detailed analysis that the choice of asteroid and observation time, as long as it is during the night and not daytime (Gray et al. 2000) , does not influence the results of their very precise abundance analysis. In addition, Kiselman et al. (2011) verified that the viewing angle of the reflection spectrum has no significant effect on the EW measurements, therefore we do not take that into account in this study. Following Sect. 4, we verified that the various reflected spectra would be seen as twins of each other, within our definition. The resulting values are χ 2 (∆EW all ) ≤ 0.37, the median ∆EW all ≤ 0.008, the median ∆EW FeI ≤ 0.01, and the slope[(∆EW FeI ) vs. χ exc ] ≤ 0.008 ( Fig. 11a and 11b ). The figure shows how close to each other the asteroid spectra are (filled pentagons), in the differential analysis, as opposed to solar twins (open pentagons). Any spectrum falling within the "asteroid cloud" can be considered indistinguishable from the Sun according to that criterion (method i or ii). As expected, the solar twins are more scattered in the plot than the repeated solar (asteroid) spectra, yet there are twins that fall into the "perfect twin" region (although they are not necessarily the same twins in both plots).
In Fig. 11c we show the spectroscopic parameters we determined with moog and smh for the asteroid spectra: although they are virtually indistinguishable in the differential comparison, the formal spectroscopic results for the asteroids spread from 5700 to 5830 K in effective temperature, but are typically better than ±0.03 dex in metallicity (one exception). This agrees with the typical errors estimated in Sect. 3 from repeated stellar targets.
The solar twins cover an even broader range of values, and there clearly is a temperature-metallicity degeneracy still present in the model-dependent moog analysis. The nine twins that fall within the area of the asteroids (roughly ±100 K and ±0.1 dex) should be considered especially close to being solar; they are marked with an asterisk in Table 2 . They are HD28068, HD39769, HD76440, HD77461, HD78660, HD97356, HD138573, HD146233, and HD163441. The range ±100 K and ±0.1 dex from solar was also selected to be the solar twin range by Ramírez et al. (2009) , but not all stars with these formal spectroscopic limits are to be considered twins (there would be 42 of them in our global FEplus sample), but only those that match the test of the differential comparison.
The twins with significantly different spectroscopic parameters typically lie within ±200 K and ±0.15 dex, with a clear temperature-metallicity degeneracy; therefore more accurate, dedicated differential line-by-line measurements (e.g. Meléndez et al. 2014; Bedell et al. 2014) will be necessary to determine whether this is an artefact of the automated, iterative model-dependent moog analysis, or whether they are really not close twins. The most notable outlier is HD173071 (T eff = 6044 K and [Fe/H] = 0.25).
Conclusions
We have extended our previous study of stellar parameters for solar analogue stars. We examined two samples of FEROS spectra and solar comparison spectra (the asteroids Ceres and Vesta) and derived new spectroscopic metallicities, effective temperatures, and surface gravities for 148 solar analogue stars; 76 of them have previous spectroscopic values in the literature (in very good agreement with ours), while the rest are new determinations. Our degeneracy lines method (D12 and D14) shows that our spectroscopic parameters are well calibrated around the solar values, giving a solar zero point at 5755 ± 40 K and 0.00 ± 0.02 dex. Our values of effective temperature and metallicity are typically hotter and more metal rich by +65 K and +0.10 dex than those in the GCS-III catalogue from which our sample stars were selected.
We also showed that we can still find new solar twins, as given by our definition in Sect. 4. In D12 we had identified ten solar twins from the first FEROS sample (six new to the literature). In the new sample of FEROS stars we find seven stars that we would consider to be solar twins: HD25680, HD29601, HD35769, HD39649, HD41708, HD67010, and HD76440. Of these seven, three have not been published as solar twins before this work. They are HD29601, HD39649, and HD67010. The star HD76440 was also part of the HARPS archive sample we (c) Distribution of the spectroscopic parameters determined for the asteroids and twins. ) show the distribution of the main quantities used in the solar twin determination for the asteroids (filled pentagons) and the twins (empty pentagons). Clearly, the asteroids are more grouped together than the twins, and typically, only a few twins fall within the same area. Panel (c) shows spectroscopic T eff and [Fe/H] values for the 15 asteroid spectra and the 19 solar twins from this work (TW). The twins that fall closest to the asteroid points should obviously be considered the closest twins in this study.
analysed in D14 and the only twin in the FE14 sample we had identified before this work.
Using only the seventeen twins from both samples, we derive an average effective temperature and metallicity of 5799 ± 128 K A&A proofs: manuscript no. Datson_fin2 and 0.03 ± 0.10 dex, again well centred on the Sun, even though with a large scatter.
Surface gravity varies for the stars in our sample between log g = 3.81 − 4.90. However, considering only the stars we consider solar twins, their average surface gravity and scatter results in 4.45 ± 0.10, which agrees with the solar value of 4.44.
Using the increased sample of 148 stars in the FEplus sample, we applied our degeneracy lines method and confirmed the offsets in the temperature and metallicity scale in the GCS-III around solar values, highlighted in D12 and D14, and found them to be present for the larger FEplus sample as well.
We then also investigated whether the line list used for our analysis might cause systematic differences. For this we chose four different lists from the literature and also combined them all into a comprehensive list. We then used these in our solar twin search and in several applications of our degeneracy line method. The results show that while there are some differences in the solar twins that the different lists select (but many of them are confirmed in many lists), there is no significant difference in the outcome of our degeneracy line method, which seems unaffected by the exact choice of spectral lines as long as they are weak, unblended, isolated lines on the linear part of the curve of growth.
We also further tested the C11 calibration by dividing our sample into subsamples, depending on how the stellar parameters were determined in C11, whether with the infrared-flux method (IRFM) or secondary colour calibrations (CLBR). We applied our degeneracy lines method to the two resulting subsamples and found the solar zero points to be at 5785 ± 40 K and −0.02 ± 0.02 dex for the IRFM and 5750 ± 50 K and 0.00 ± 0.02 dex for the CLBR. These values are consistent with their errors. However, there is room for a difference of 35 K in effective temperature and 0.02 dex in metallicity, which adds to the problem of the current uncertainty on the absolute zero point of the temperature scale for large catalogues (Casagrande et al. 2014) .
